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The Frustration Factor
By  R i c k  N a s h l e a n a s  
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The IT job market went south right along with the stock market

at the beginning of 2000. No one panicked. We had all been
working feverishly at our jobs to keep up, along with discretely

fielding calls from recruiters. With healthy bank accounts from good-
paying jobs and strong stock market portfolios, we could use a little
breather. After all, you could get another job in the blink of an eye over
the last 5 to 10 years.

What most of us failed to realize was that this wasn’t just a breather in
the market; it was a full-fledged correction. Mainframers and virtually all
IT professionals were suddenly considered expendable overhead. Many
wonderfully qualified IT folks suddenly and unexpectedly found them-
selves unemployed. They thought that their positions were secure—they
were integral to the business—at least, so it had seemed. Those folks who
were left at work were dogged by worries about the security of their posi-
tions. Many of these survivors have related how they are overworked as
a skeleton crew trying to keep production systems running.

As weeks fade into months and years, the laid-off mainframer goes
through a grieving process which can be as difficult and enduring as
divorce or death. Lately, I have fielded more and more desperate e-mails
and telephone calls questioning the professional’s self-worth, whether
the mainframe job market will ever return, their family’s financial via-
bility, and whether to retrain or wait out this stretch of unemployment.

TRIED AND TRUE ADVICE

Here, I want to give you some tried and true advice to help you
weather the storm of unemployment or even difficult times at work.

� Be truthful to yourself. You will go through emotional ups and
downs. And the downs can be very dark. It is very easy to
become too hard on yourself. “I should have seen this coming.”
“I should have trained in a different technology.” “I should have
moved to a different group.” You can’t change the past. The only
thing you can do is to learn from it.

Interestingly enough, I have found that many IT professionals
who have never been without a job or been laid off tend to be
harder on themselves than someone who has been in this position
before. With experience comes wisdom. Those second-timers
experienced this emotional roller coaster, found a new position,
and emerged stronger for the experience.

When you are ready to take control of your emotions, make
yourself a factual list of your strengths and your skills. Show your
list to a former co-worker or friend and they will probably add

very positive items to it. Add specific examples of these strengths
and skills. This factual list will help fight the difficult emotional
journey of unemployment and job hunting. You frankly need this
list to be able to positively represent yourself to any potential
employers or folks who could refer you. You won’t get a new
position when you are so down that all you see are your shoelaces.

� Find support. You did not work completely alone at your last
job. Job-hunting is frankly much more difficult. You’re doing
cold calls. You’re doing research that often leads to dead ends.
And you’re going through this frustrating process locked up in
your home while you’re not earning any income.

Do yourself a favor. Reach out and find a job support group.
Through churches, neighborhoods or unemployment offices,
these groups get together regularly to share ideas, network and
provide support for the unemployed members of the group. I
have led such a group locally for the last three years. I have
found that these groups can:

� Provide real-world advice on resumes, dressing for interviews,
researching companies, etc.

� Share local job and networking leads.
� Provide emotional support and, often, a vent for job-hunting

frustrations.

Some folks have told me that they have a job-hunting buddy—
someone who can empathize but keep things in perspective. This
is always someone outside your family who can listen to your
frustrations without getting hurt or frustrated themselves.

I have personally observed how this type of support network
changes the attitude and demeanor of job seekers. The right persons
or groups can energize and motivate you to aggressively pursue
your job search.

� Make a plan and work your plan. This is a common saying
among salespeople, because it works. Set your daily and
weekly goals and strive to meet each one. Whether your goals
are a set number of appointments, calls, interviews, or
something else, you will only accomplish what you set out to
accomplish. Even when you are unemployed, you can easily
get distracted and lose a good portion of your day.

Some folks put a yellow sticky note on their monitor with
their objective for being on the Internet. If you find yourself
surfing the Internet and you are not pursuing the objective on the
yellow sticky note, it is time to log off. Even after you are

Whether you’re out of work or fearing for your job, the frustration
factor is high and rising out there in IT land. As I write this, the IT job
markets have not yet started to recover significantly. Here, I relate
some ways to cope with these difficult times.
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logged off, honing your skills at Age of
Empires or other computer games will
not help you land a job. Stay away from
the TV during the workday; watching
cable news or Oprah or you-fill-in-the-
blank can get addictive.

� Don’t be afraid to push the contin-
gency plan button.I have talked to
many great mainframers who are worried
about making ends meet but refuse to
take a job outside of their specialty for
fear that they will not land another job
in their chosen area. It is no surprise that
the IT job market is bleak right now.
When the economy and job market
return, you will be able to return if the
market still values and rewards your
skills. I have found several folks who
have found entirely new opportunities
when they pursued their contingency plan.

Another reason to not hesitate to pursue
your contingency plan is that it is often
harder to land a job that is below you
than one that matches your skills. Hiring
managers are scared that you will not
stay once the economy gets better. You
must convince them of the quality of the
job that you will do for them and come
to a mutual understanding of conditions
that will put his or her fears aside.

One of the most difficult issues here
is to continue to be diligent in pursing
better opportunities. Even though you
are tired after working at a lesser job, you
must still pursue new opportunities as
aggressively as ever. You must make spe-
cial efforts to keep yourself available
should Mr. Right Hiring Manager should
call.

� Invest in yourself. If you find yourself
laid off, it is a perfect time to invest in
yourself and learn new skills. In your
job hunt, do you seek jobs that use some
of your skills but have requirements that
you cannot meet? Whether it is through
self-study books, the Web, or classroom
training, find a way to meet these
requirements when the next position
becomes available.

If you really want to learn unrelated
technologies, you should seek that
knowledge just because you want those
skills. Be aware that unless you are
building upon your existing experience
base, you may well have to settle for a
lower salary, as you will be competing
against lesser-experienced people.

� Believe that you will get back on track.
Finally, know that you will find another
career position. It’s easy to get discouraged

and nothing turns off a hiring manager as
much as a candidate who seems to be
beaten down. You have been thrust into
the world of sales: selling yourself. Some
of the best salespeople I know relish “the
chase”—finding the right company that
has a need for their product and closing.
As difficult as it can be at times, try to
adopt that attitude. The right employer is
out there; you just have to find them.

E-mail your comments and questions to
Rick at ask-rick@monarchtech.com. Watch
for your response in the Ask Rick column in
NaSPA’s E-News e-mail newsletter.  

After founding, growing and selling an international
mainframe software company, NaSPA member
Rick Nashleanas now runs Monarch Technology
— www.monarchtech.com — a national recruit-
ing firm specializing in mainframe and software
company positions.
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